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HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT
Community Standards issues these Guidelines to educate students and the University community about the
conduct system. We believe that one of the many important purposes of higher education is to help students
understand the outcomes (both positive and negative) of the choices they make. This document provides students
with information about the potential consequences of their behavior and about what to expect from the conduct
system and their rights within it. These Guidelines will help students to make informed decisions. Accordingly, the
Guidelines provide information about the individual violations and the typical sanctions administered if a UNH
student is found responsible.
While our intent in creating these guidelines is to be as transparent as we possibly can be, in no way does this
document restrict Community Standards to any sanction outcome. For a disciplinary system to be fair, it must be
flexible enough to respond to each student as an individual and to the particular facts and circumstances of each
case. Sanctions should reflect the severity and nature of the violations, any high risk behaviors, and a number of
other aggravating and mitigating factors (where present). This means that some violations may not have a single
typical sanction and instead have a range of typical sanctions.

Find the “Typical Sanction” for a Violation
1. Go to the “Table of Typical Sanctions” section of this document.
2. Locate the rule that was violated. The violations are listed, in order, by rule number (i.e. Rule 8: Hazing).
3. Many rules will have sub-categories/violations (i.e. 1a, 1b, 1c). Determine which one most accurately
describes the circumstances of the violation in question.
4. The “Typical Sanctions” will be in a column directly adjacent to the violation, as well as any information
specific to that violation and factors to be considered.

Multiple Rule Violations for a Single Incident
Generally, for students charged with multiple violations arising from the same incident, the starting point is the
typical sanction for the most serious violation. Then a determination is made whether the other violations warrant
imposing a more serious sanction.
The University defines serious violations as misconduct that:
> Caused physical harm to others.
> Jeopardized the safety and/or well-being of others.
> Caused an adverse impact to the residential or University community.
> Caused serious damage to University property or the property of others.
> Violates conditions of probation or indicates repeated violations.
> Involves hosting a gathering where prohibited drinking has occurred/common sources.
> Is a violation of the University Drug Policy.
> Harms others because of their particular race, religion, gender, sexual orientation or other category
protected by law or University policy.

Factors to Consider (Aggravating / Mitigating Factors)
Aggravating factors generally serve to increase the severity of a typical sanction. Students should be aware, for
example, that even though a typical sanction for a violation might not include eviction from University housing, the
presence of an aggravating factor may result in a sanction that does include eviction.
The Student Code defines an aggravating factor as, “a circumstance attending the commission of misconduct that
adds to its seriousness.” There are certain factors that Community Standards almost universally considers
aggravating. Examples include: an incident causing an adverse or negative impact to an individual or the
community, prior misconduct, violence, use of force, dishonesty, premeditation of a violation, malicious intent of
violation, and the presence of any high risk behaviors.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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The Student Code defines a mitigating factor as “a circumstance that may be taken into consideration to reduce a
sanction.” Common examples of mitigating factors include: accident, provocation by others, self-defense, remorse,
sincere insight into the nature of the harm caused and a willingness to reduce or heal the effect of that harm. A
mitigating factor does not constitute a justification or excuse for misconduct.
A mitigating factor that may be considered in the sanctioning of conduct cases is the level of involvement of a
student. It is the desire of UNH that, upon graduation, all of our students will have the strength of character to
challenge their peers or find appropriate staff when they see violations of the Student Code. We recognize,
however, that our students are in different developmental spaces and challenging their peers may be difficult. If a
student chooses to remain in their room or apartment and is aware that a conduct violation is occurring, but
actively seeks to avoid the violation or find appropriate staff, sanctioning may be mitigated. This means a student
may be charged or sanctioned, but if they are, it may be to a lesser degree.
Sometimes students are confused about what Community Standards will consider as a mitigating factor. That
confusion most commonly arises when it comes to the individual student’s character. Many students believe that if
they present evidence of their good character, there sanction should be reduced. That is not the case. Character is
not considered in conduct cases. We want to believe that all UNH students have good character. We are incredibly
proud that many of our students choose to volunteer their time for worthy causes, participate actively in their halls,
and are “A” students. To be fundamentally fair to all UNH students, we focus on a behavior (misconduct) and we
understand a single choice in a student’s life does not define who they are nor their character.
Students also mistakenly consider honesty and cooperation as mitigating factors. They are not. The University
expects that all students will be honest and cooperative with hall staff, University officials, and police. When
honesty and cooperation are missing, it may very well be considered as an aggravating factor in a case.
Finally, a student’s educational plans or desires are not mitigating factors. While the desire to study abroad or
participate in an organization is admirable and encouraged by the University, that desire is not considered a
mitigating factor.

Repeated Offenses & Prior Findings of Misconduct
For several offenses, you will see typical sanctions listed for “Second Offense” and in some cases, “Third Offense.”
Misconduct should be considered a second or third offense when it is similar in nature to the prior offense. It does
NOT have to be a repeat offense for the same violation. For example, the “Second Offense” sanctions would
generally apply when the first incident is an alcohol use violation and the second incident is a marijuana use
incident.
A prior conduct violation that is not similar to the current violation should simply be considered as a general
“aggravating factor” when determining the sanction for the current violation.
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SANCTION TYPES & DESCRIPTIONS
Sanctions are categorized into three levels – Level I, Level II, and Level III. This section provides an overview of
possible sanctions and their descriptions.

Level I Sanctions
>

Warning: A written warning serves as a reminder that any further violation(s) of the Student Code will most
likely lead to additional and more serious sanctions being imposed. The warning is considered complete at
the time of the receipt of the ROV and/or meeting with the complainant.

>

Educational Sanctions:
•

Advice to Other Students: Developing advice for other UNH students is a way for a respondent to
reflect upon their experiences, continue to educate themselves, and to leave a positive impact on the
UNH community. Specific guidelines, such as the topic, length, and format, will be provided.

•

Attend Program/Event: Attending a program/event at UNH gives a respondent an opportunity to
become engaged in social activities at UNH. The respondent must attend the sanctioned
program/event by a specified date in order for the sanction to be considered complete.

•

Goal Development: Developing goals to work towards achieving will allow a respondent to reflect on
their experiences and maintain a path to academic, personal and professional success. 5 goals should
be developed, of which at least one is personal, one is educational, and one is professional (career).
The remaining goals can be on any topic the student chooses. At least 500 words must be submitted
(at least 100 words per goal), explaining how each goal follows the SMART format (specific,
measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound).

•

Letter to Future Self: Writing a letter to a respondent’s future self will allow the respondent to focus
on their goals, values, and aspirations. The letter must be a minimum of 500 words.

•

Letter to Mentor: Develop a letter addressed to a mentor will provide an opportunity for a respondent
to discuss their violation and its impact with someone who they look up to. The letter will NOT be sent
to the mentor, it is used solely as a format for the assignment. The letter should outline the violation,
impact on others, and what has been learned through the process. The letter must be a minimum of
500 words.

•

Meeting with UNH Staff/Faculty/Department: One or more meetings with Professional and/or
Academic staff will help a respondent to reflect on their choices and create a plan for both academic
and social success at UNH. Further instructions regarding specific topics to be discussed along with the
number of meetings will be provided. The meeting(s) must be completed by a specified date in order
for the sanction to be considered complete.

•

Presentation: Developing a presentation on a specific topic/focus allows a respondent to further
educate themselves and others. Specific guidelines on the presentation topic, length, style, and
audience will be provided.

•

Public Service Announcement (PSA): Developing a PSA on a focused topic, policy, or procedure is an
opportunity for a respondent to reflect on and learn further about the impact of their actions. The PSA
can be a short video, social media postings, poster campaign, or similar. Specific requirements,
including the PSA topic, will be provided to the respondent.

•

Reflection Writing Assignment (Incident/Violation): A reflection writing assignment gives the author
an opportunity reflect, consider the decisions that were made that led to the conduct violation(s), and
discuss how similar situations should be handled in the future. Further instructions regarding the
intended content and length of the paper will be provided. The paper is a minimum of 2-pages,
standard college format. Once the paper has been approved, the sanction is considered complete.

•

Reflection Writing Assignment (Other): A reflection writing assignment is an opportunity for a
respondent to reflect, further realize the impact of their actions, and continue to learn about a topic or
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focus. Further instructions regarding the intended content and length of assignment will be provided.
Examples of assignments include reflecting on a class project, UNH webinar, TedTalk, podcast, local
non-profit, or other similar topic.

>

•

Top 10 List: Creating a top 10 list of things students should know about an agreed upon topic, such as
a certain policy, program, or event, allows for a respondent to reflect and help educate others. The list
should be geared towards other UNH students and provide details. The list must include 10 items and
be a minimum of 500 words. The list may be used as a promotion on campus, in which the respondent
can remain anonymous.

•

Write an Article: An article for a newsletter or other publication is an opportunity for a respondent to
reflect and help to educate others about the importance of meeting community expectations. The
respondent may remain anonymous as the author. Further instructions regarding the length and topic
of the article will be provided. The article must be submitted by a specified date to be reviewed for
approval. Once the article has been approved, the sanction is considered complete.

Restorative-Type Sanctions: Restorative-type sanctions are intended to assist in repairing any harm or
disruption that was caused to a person, group, or community.

>

•

Apology Letter: An Apology Letter is an appropriate way for a respondent to reflect on what could
have been done differently in the specific situation and to bring closure to the incident for involved
parties. The letter must be submitted for approval by a specific date. Once the letter has been
approved, the sanction is considered complete.

•

Attend Program/Event: Attending a program/event within the impacted community gives a
respondent the opportunity to become engaged in the community and repair any harm. The
respondent must attend the sanctioned program/event by a specified date in order for the sanction to
be considered complete.

•

Bulletin Board: The creation of a Bulletin Board for a respondent’s community allows an opportunity
to share information and educate other community members about issues related to a specific topic.
The respondent may remain anonymous in the creation of the board. The bulletin board must be
completed (not displayed) by a specific date in order for the sanction to be considered complete.

•

Restorative Service: Performing community service within the impacted community allows a
respondent to give back to the community that they caused harm to, in addition to serving as an
opportunity for education and gaining knowledge. Examples includes picking up trash around a
residence hall/apartment, completing rounds with RA/CA staff, or a discretionary project from
hall/apartment staff.

Other Types of Discretionary Sanctions: Any discretionary assignment that will help a respondent learn
from their decisions, reflect, and/or demonstrate responsibility as a member of the university community.
Further instructions regarding the specific conditions of the sanction will be provided. The discretionary
sanction must be completed by a specified date in order for the sanction to be considered complete.

Level II Sanctions
A Level II sanction is any sanction greater than a warning that may also impact a responding student’s ability to
participate in university programs, study away and university scholarships. Level II sanctions and above are used as
the basis for the Three Strikes Policy.
>

Banned from Entry: Prohibited presence in specific buildings or group of buildings on campus (including
university housing) for a designated period of time. The ban includes the immediate vicinity of any building
including but not limited to loading docks and covered vestibules. Once the designated ban period has
ended, the sanction is considered complete.

>

Community Service: Community Service must be volunteer hours for the benefit of the community.
Examples include non-profits, religious organizations, and government agencies. Hours perform for
individuals or entities outside of these three examples must receive prior approval from Community
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Standards –failure to receive prior approval will result in the hours being rejected. Hours will not be
accepted if the student received compensation, or the hours were for a for-profit company.
>

Disciplinary Probation: Disciplinary Probation serves as a written reminder that any further misconduct
will most likely lead to additional and more serious sanctions being imposed. Probation is imposed for a
designated period of time. Being on probation may impact the status of any merit-based scholarships and
participation in University organizations or activities including study abroad. Once the designated
probationary period has ended, the sanction is considered complete. Incidents resulting in disciplinary
probation are considered a “strike” towards the University’s Three-Strike policy. Note: If a respondent
violates the Student Code while on probation, they will be subject to 10 hours of community service in
addition to any additional imposed sanctions that result from the subsequent incident. (See Unique
Sanction Situations)

>

Fines: Mandatory fines are imposed when specific rules of the Student Code are violated. The most
common fines are for first ($50) and second ($100) offense alcohol or other drug violations.; however,
additional fine categories exist (trash removal, late fines, etc.). When a fine is sanctioned, it is added to the
respondent’s student account by Community Standards. Payment of fines are to be made to UNH Business
Services. Once confirmation of payment is received at Community Standards, the sanction is considered
complete.

>

Health Education Courses: UNH Health & Wellness offers various levels of a Health Education Program
that is designed to assist respondents in gaining knowledge and skills in making more informed choices.
The program includes education in a course setting, as well as individualized meetings between the
student and a wellness educator/counselor. When a student is sanctioned to a health education course,
they must contact Health & Wellness within two (2) business days to register for the course. There may be
a cost associated with the course, which is the responsibility of the respondent to pay directly to Health &
Wellness. More information, including course specifics, how to pay the registration cost, and the deadline
to complete, will be shared with the student when sanctioned.

>

Loss of Privileges: Denial of specified privileges for a designated period of time, including but not limited
to, participating in University athletics, membership in recognized student organizations, use of specified
University facilities, and loss of guest privileges in University housing. Once the designated loss of
privileges period has ended, the sanction is considered complete.

>

Prohibition against Personal Contact: Prohibited contact or presence near a specified person for a
designated period of time. Specifically a respondent is prohibited from intentionally initiating contact, in
writing, by telephone or any other electronic means, including text messaging or any form of social media.
Additionally a respondent is prohibited from having other individuals initiate contact with the specified
person(s) on their behalf. If the respondent inadvertently finds themselves in the vicinity of the specified
person(s), it is the respondent’s responsibility to leave the area immediately without engaging in any form
of contact. The prohibition of contact applies anywhere on or off campus. Once the designated prohibition
against contact period has ended, the sanction is considered complete.

>

Reflection / Engagement Program (REP): REP is a student-specific program that is designed to be
intentional and individualized to each student, offering an opportunity for tremendous learning and
reflection. REP is comprised of in-person meetings, engagements and involvements, community service,
and a reflection paper writing assignment. Students participating in REP will work one-on-one with a
member of the Community Standards staff to complete the program within the guidelines and deadlines.

>

Restitution: Restitution is compensation for loss, damage or injury. Restitution may take the form of an
appropriate service and/or monetary or material replacement. When monetary restitution is sanctioned
for damage of university property the amount be added directly to a respondent’s student account by the
Housing Department. If sanctioned with monetary restitution or material replacement to another
individual, Community Standards and/or the complainant will work with a respondent to facilitate transfer
of the payment/replacement by a specified date. Restitution must be received in order for this sanction to
be considered complete.
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>

Other Types of Discretionary Sanctions: Any discretionary assignment that will help a respondent learn
from their decisions, reflect, and/or demonstrate responsibility as a member of the university community.
Further instructions regarding the specific conditions of the sanction will be provided. The discretionary
sanction must be completed by a specified date in order for the sanction to be considered complete.

Level III Sanctions
In order to consider imposing one of the following sanctions, the Hearing Panel shall find that one or more of the
following conditions is present:
> Misconduct that caused physical harm to others.
> Misconduct that jeopardized the safety and/or well-being of others.
> Misconduct that caused an adverse impact to the residential or University community.
> Misconduct that caused serious damage to University property or to the property of others.
> Misconduct that violates conditions of probation or indicates repeated violations.
> Misconduct that harms others because of their particular race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin,
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, veteran status, or marital status.
> Misconduct that involves hosting a gathering where prohibited drinking has occurred/common sources.
> Misconduct that is a violation of the University drug policy.

>

Eviction from University Housing: Separation from University Housing for a designated period of time.
When sanctioned with eviction, the respondent must check-out of their housing assignment within a
specified timeframe. The duration of the eviction is generally two academic semesters; the specific length
of the eviction will be provided. During the length of the eviction the respondent may visit UNH housing
and must abide by all guest policies. If a separate ban from entry is imposed, the respondent must abide
by the terms of that ban (see loss of privileges). For questions regarding housing refund policies, see the
“Payment/Cancellation/Refund” section of the Student Rights, Rules and Responsibilities Handbook or
contact the Housing Department. The Community Standards website also offers resources for evicted
students. Once the designated eviction period has ended, the sanction is considered complete.

>

Expulsion from University Housing: Permanent separation from University Housing. When sanctioned
with expulsion from University housing, a respondent must check-out of their housing assignment within a
specified timeframe. A respondent is also banned from entering all University Housing as a result of the
expulsion. For questions regarding housing refund policies, see the section
“Payment/Cancellation/Refund” of Student Rights, Rules and Responsibilities Handbook or contact the
Housing Department.

>

University Suspension: Separation of the respondent from the University for a definite period of time,
after which the student is eligible to return. Information regarding the duration of the suspension will be
provided to the respondent. Conditions for readmission may also be specified. Readmission to the
University requires application and acceptance through the Office of Admissions. A student ineligible to
register for or attend classes at any one USNH institution because of suspension entered upon a finding of
responsibility for violation of the institution’s Student Code shall be ineligible to register for or attend
classes at any other USNH institution during the entire period of suspension. Students on suspension for
any reason will not earn transfer credit for courses taken while on suspension as outlined in the UNH
Academic Policies. For questions regarding tuition refund policies contact UNH Business Services.
Informational pamphlet on resources for suspended students. Once the designated suspension period has
ended, the sanction is considered complete.

>

University Dismissal: Permanent separation of a respondent from the University. Administrative business
may be conducted on campus with prior notice to University Police. A respondent ineligible to register for
or attend classes at any one USNH institution because of permanent dismissal entered upon a finding(s) of
responsibility for violation(s) of the institution’s Student Code shall be ineligible to register for or attend
classes at any other USNH institution for a period of two (2) years following the date on which the student
was permanently dismissed. For questions regarding tuition refund policies contact UNH Business Services.
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>

Other Types of Discretionary Sanction: Any discretionary assignment that will help a respondent learn
from their decisions, reflect, and/or demonstrate responsibility as a member of the university community.
Further instructions regarding the specific conditions of the sanction will be provided. The discretionary
sanction must be completed by a specified date in order for the sanction to be considered complete.
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SPECIAL SANCTIONING ISSUES
Committing a Violation while on Probation
If a student commits a policy violation when the student is already on probation (that has not expired), an
additional sanction of 10 hours of community service will be added to sanction for the current violation.
Additionally, if the student receives additional probation for the current offense, that probation will be added to
the end of the existing probation period.

Late Fines
Students who fail to complete an assigned sanction by its due date may be assessed a late fine by Community
Standards. The fine for failure to complete a sanction on time is $50.00 and will be assessed repeatedly if the
student continues to fail to complete the original sanction.

Suspension-Related Sanctions
When a student receives University Suspension as a sanction, the suspension is for a set amount of time
(semesters/academic years). Upon completion of the suspension, the student can apply for readmission to the
University. Should the student be readmitted to UNH, the following sanctions should be considered being assigned
for upon the student’s return:
>
>
>
>
>

Meeting with Dean of Students * required
Disciplinary Probation (through graduation) * required
Educational & Restorative Sanctions
Eviction from University Housing
Loss of Privileges (Banned from Entry, Prohibition from Personal Contact, etc.)

Academic Standards and Advising Committee (ASAC) and Suspensions
It is important to note that the Associate Deans of each respective College within the University may become
involved in a student’s conduct record. As outlined in the Students’ Rights Rules and Responsibilities, if a student is
involved in a combination of multiple conduct violations and/or arrests the Associate Dean of their college may
bring formal conduct charges forward and recommend at least a semester suspension from the University. While
suspension is a sanction that impacts a student’s academic progress and access to social opportunities, this is not
intended to be punitive in nature. The intent of this temporary separation from the University community is to help
a student address whatever issues they may have in their life and assess what is and is not important to them
through time away from UNH. It is the University’s desire that the student returns to UNH with an appropriate
academic and social focus so they graduate from UNH.

Misconduct that Occurs at a Mass Gathering
The University takes mass gatherings of students very seriously because these gatherings have the potential to
inflict great harm on students, law enforcement officials, and the community at large. In past gatherings, students
and University officials have been injured and the University, Durham community members, and local businesses
have suffered substantial property damage.
The University has gone to great lengths to work with and educate students on the dangers of committing
misconduct while at a mass gathering. As part of that effort, the University wants to make it clear to students what
the consequences for such misconduct will be.
Possible Interim Suspension / Campus Ban: During a mass gathering, if a student fails to comply with a lawful order
to disperse – issued by a police officer or University official acting in the performance of their duties – and the
student is arrested for failure to disperse, disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, riot, vandalism, or assault, that
student will be immediately interim suspended and banned from campus until any formal student conduct
charges against the student have been adjudicated by the University.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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Significant Sanctions: In order to promote consistent disposition of these cases, the following sanctions should be
considered and imposed by hearing panels if students who were interim suspended due to alleged misconduct at a
mass gathering are ultimately found responsible for the following:
> Failure to disperse/disorderly conduct at an unruly disturbance: Suspension (1 sem. - 1 yr.)
> Failure to disperse/disorderly conduct that also included resisting arrest and/or rioting: Suspension (1-2
yrs.)
> Failure to disperse/disorderly conduct that also included resisting arrest and/or rioting and also included
vandalism and/or assault: Suspension (2 yrs.) - University Dismissal
Important to Note:
• The sanction for disorderly conduct may be elevated beyond a 1 yr. suspension (up to University Dismissal)
based on the facts of the case.
• The sanction for resisting arrest and/or rioting may be elevated beyond a 2 yrs suspension (up to University
Dismissal) based on the facts of the case.
• Students who are suspended or dismissed are also banned from all campus property. For suspended
students it is for the length of the suspension.
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TABLE OF

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
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1a – 1c
RULE 1
Acts of dishonesty, including but not limited to:
1a. Furnishing false information to any University official, faculty member or office
Example: Providing incorrect name or false name or false
identification.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed

1b. Forgery, altercation, or misuse of any University document, record, or instrument of identification
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
(until graduation)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

1c. Tampering with the election of any University recognized student organization
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Loss of Privileges
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (24 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Loss of Privileges

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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2
RULE 2
Disruption or obstructing teaching, research, administration, disciplinary proceedings,
other University activities, including public service functions on or off campus, or other
authorized non-University activities.
2. Disruption or obstructing teaching
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Level of disruption to the individual or community

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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3a – 3b
RULE 3
Conduct which results in:
3a. Physical injury
Minor injuries

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>
>
>
Serious injuries and/or with a weapon

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from entry (if appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
Relocation (if appropriate)
REP Lite
REP or Eviction from University Housing
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: University Suspension (1
year)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>
>
>

How the violation was committed
Level of disruption to individual or community
Location of where the violation took place
Type/severity of injury
Intentional vs. accidental
Was a weapon utilized

3b. Threatening or endangering the health or safety of any person
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community
If the behavior resulted in injuries and to what extent
Level of potential harm if it had caused injury

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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3c – 3d
RULE 3
Conduct which results in:
3c. Harassment
Harassment is behavior that occurs in person, in writing or in
electronic and social media that unjustly, substantially,
unreasonably and/or consistently interferes with an
individual's work, academic or residential environment.
Restorative sanctions are encouraged for this charge.

>

>
>

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community

>
>
>

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
REP
Restorative Sanction(s)

3d. Discriminatory harassment – including sexual harassment or sexual violence
Discriminatory harassment may take the form of unwelcome
sexual advances, graffiti, jokes, pranks, slurs, insults, threats,
remarks made in the person's presence, interference with
the person's work or academic life, vandalism, assignment of
unpleasant duties, or even physical assault directed against
any member of a protected class. For purposes of the
Student Code, behavior is considered to be harassment when
such behavior unjustly, substantially, unreasonably and/or
consistently interferes with an individual's work or academic
performance or creates an intimidating environment.
Also see: Administrative Policies and Regulations; Affirmative
Action & Equity Policies: 10.2, 10.3 in Students Rights, Rules
and Responsibilities Handbook.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
>

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
(through graduation)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact

This could be a Title IX violation.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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3e – 3f
RULE 3
Conduct which results in:
3e. Stalking
Stalking is repetitive, menacing pursuit, following,
harassment, and/or interference with the peace and/or
safety of a member of the community that would cause a
person to reasonably fear for the person’s safety and the
conduct actually causes the person to be fearful. Repetitive is
conduct more than once, no matter how brief time inbetween.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>

This could be a Title IX violation.

>
>
>

Must consult with Community Standards

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
(through graduation)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact

3f. Relationship abuse
Relationship abuse is the act or attempted act of: physical
harm, threatening, coercion, harassment, discriminatory
harassment, including sexual harassment or sexual violence,
or stalking by a current or former sexual partner or intimate
partner, and where such conduct constitutes a credible
threat to the University community member’s safety.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: University Suspension (1
year)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal

This could be a Title IX violation.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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3g
RULE 3
Conduct which results in:
3g. Unwelcome physical contact – offensive or objectively unreasonable physical contact
One example could be a mutual altercation, such as a
“shoving match.” Does not have to be violent or cause injury.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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4
RULE 4
Unwanted sexual contact
4. Unwanted sexual contact
Unwanted Sexual Contact: includes, but is not limited to, any
sexual contact that can be reasonably construed as being for
the purpose of sexual arousal or gratification without seeking
and receiving expressed consent. It includes sexual contact
accompanied by threat, force, unwelcome manipulation,
intimidation, blackmail, as a substitute for expressed
consent. Sexual contact when a person is incapacitated due
to mental/physical disability and/ or substance ingestion.
Substances can include legal or illegal drugs and alcohol or
any combination of the two.
This could be a Title IX violation.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
>

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
How the violation was committed
Impact on the individual/community
Involvement of alcohol and other drugs

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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5
RULE 5
Sexual misconduct
5. Sexual misconduct
“Sexual misconduct” includes, but is not limited to, any
sexual penetration (sexual penetration is defined here)
without seeking and receiving expressed consent. It includes
penetration accompanied by threat, force, unwelcome
manipulation, intimidation, blackmail, as a substitute for
expressed consent. Sexual misconduct includes penetration
when a person is incapacitated due to mental/physical
disability and/ or substance ingestion. Substances can include
legal or illegal drugs and alcohol or any combination of the
two.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
[see Student Rights, Rules and Responsibilities]

This could be a Title IX violation.

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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6
RULE 6

Theft, attempted theft or possession of stolen property. Property may be property
of the University, a member of the University community, or of another.
6. Taking or possessing property or currency (cash or digital) of another with the purpose to permanently
deprive.
Reasonably estimated value of $200.00 or less

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>

Reasonably estimated value between $200.00 and $1000.00

Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
Educational & Restorative Sanction
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
Restitution
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>
>
>
>
Reasonably estimated value of $1,000.00 or greater

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
REP or Eviction from University Housing
Restitution
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (24
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
Eviction from University Housing
Restitution

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>

Impact on the individual/community
Mechanism of the theft/attempted theft
Monetary value(s) of the item(s)
Personal/sentimental value of the item(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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7
RULE 7

Intentional or reckless damage to property of the University or property of a
member of the University community or other personal or public property.
7. Damage
Damage to property with clean up or repair that has a
reasonably estimated value of $200.00 or less

Damage to property with clean up or repair that has a
reasonably estimated value between $200.00 and $1000.00

Damage to property with clean up or repair that has a
reasonably estimated value of $1000 or more

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
Educational & Restorative Sanction
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
Restitution
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
REP or Eviction from University Housing
Restitution
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (24
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact
Eviction from University Housing
Restitution

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>
>
>

Impact on the individual/community
Mechanism of the theft/attempted theft
Monetary value(s) of the item(s)
Personal/sentimental value of the item(s)
Potential of harm to health and safety of community
Damage that jeopardizes safety and/or security, including but not limited to doors, windows and security
devices

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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8
RULE 8
Hazing
8. Hazing
Hazing is defined as an act which endangers the mental or
physical health or safety of a student, or which destroys or
removes public or private property, for the purpose of
initiation, admission into, affiliation with, or as a condition
for continued membership in, a group or organization.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
(until graduation)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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9
RULE 9
Failure to comply with directions of University officials or law enforcement officers acting
in performance of their duties and/or failure to identify one-self to these persons when
requested to do so.
9. Failure to comply
Examples in failure to promptly identify yourself, failure to
provide identification (e.g. ID card) and failure to promptly
answer the door.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Length of time before complying
Were the directions ever complied with or was there a
complete failure to comply

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Warning
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(12 months)
> REP Lite or Educational & Restorative
Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (6
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(12 months)
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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10a – 10c
RULE 10
Unauthorized possession, duplication or use of keys to any University premises or
unauthorized entry to or use of University premises.
10a. Propping open a security or exterior door
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

10b. Giving keys, access code, or ID card to another person
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

10c. Interfering with the locking mechanism of any lockable door
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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10d – 10e
RULE 10
Unauthorized possession, duplication or use of keys to any University premises or
unauthorized entry to or use of University premises.
10d. Attempting to force open any secure door
Use this violation only if the door has not been damaged. If
the door was damage, consider using Rule 7.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Impact on the individual/community
Monetary value of the item(s)

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

10e. Unauthorized entry to or use of University premises
Example include balconies, roof tops, halls you are not
allowed in, storage closets, and office spaces.
This also includes entering a space under false pretenses (i.e.
falsely stating you are a University staff member to gain
access to a space).

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s) (if
REP not assigned)
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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10f
RULE 10
Unauthorized possession, duplication or use of keys to any University premises or
unauthorized entry to or use of University premises.
10f. Unauthorized access to another individual’s room/apartment
An example includes trespassing into a student’s room.
This also includes entering a space under false pretenses (i.e.
falsely stating you are a University staff member to gain
access to a space).
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>
>

Level of knowledge and the intent of the student
Method of entry/forced entry
Time of unauthorized access
Level of disruption to individual or community
Risk to health and safety of community

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(18 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> Prohibition Against Personal Contact
> REP
> Restitution (if appropriate)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
> Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> Prohibition Against Personal Contact
> Restitution (if appropriate)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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11a – 11a.2
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11a. University Room and Board Agreement: Other
Any violation of the University Room and Board Agreement
not listed in this document.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

11a.1. University Room and Board Agreement: Overnight guests
Overnight guests may not stay longer than two nights in any
given week.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Loss of Privileges
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Relocation (if necessary)
> REP

11a.2. University Room and Board Agreement: Solicitation
Commercial activity, solicitation or advertising is not
permitted in or around University housing unless prior
approval by the University Police Department has been
obtained.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
> REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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11a.3 – 11a.5.1
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11a.3. University Room and Board Agreement: Pets
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
> Removal of Pet
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Removal of Pet

11a.4. University Room and Board Agreement: Prohibited items
For a list of Prohibited Items, and for incidents involving use
of these items, please refer to the Room and Board
Agreement

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

11a.5.1. University Room and Board Agreement: Rights of others / Noise
Violating quiet hours and/or courtesy hours

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Eviction from Housing (if appropriate)
> Loss Privileges
> REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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11a.5.2 – 11a.6
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11a.5.2. University Room and Board Agreement: Rights of others / Noise (Aggravated)
Violating quiet hours and/or courtesy hours in an aggravated
manner
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Level of disruption to the community
Violating quiet hours during finals

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Education & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Eviction from Housing (if appropriate)
> Loss of Privileges
> REP

11a.6. University Room and Board Agreement: Hall sports
Use of bicycles, in-line skates, skateboards, longboards, etc.;
throwing balls or other objects within residence halls.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Level of disruption to the community
Damage caused

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Eviction from Housing (if appropriate)
> REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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11a.7 – 11a.9.1
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11a.7. University Room and Board Agreement: Lounge furniture in student room
Repeated violations of this rule could also result in a charge
of theft.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> REP

11a.8. University Room and Board Agreement: Personal belongings in hallway
Student leaves personal belongings in the hallway

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

11a.9.1. University Room and Board Agreement: Smoking
Smoking, including vaping, within 20 feet of a University
building or in designated no smoking areas
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

Level of disruption to the community
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> REP

Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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11a.9.2 – 11a.10
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11a.9.2. University Room and Board Agreement: Smoking inside University building
Smoking, including vaping, inside a University building
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Level of disruption to the community

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> REP Lite
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
> REP

11a.10. University Room and Board Agreement: Civility
As defined by the Room and Board Agreement section
“University Housing Community Standards”

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
REP
Prohibition Against Personal Contact

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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11a.11 – 11b.1
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11a.11. University Room and Board Agreement: Trash removal
Examples include a student leaving trash in a common space
of a building (hallway, staircase, bathroom, etc.) or a student
leaving trash in a room after moving out.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
> $50.00 Fine: Trash Removal (per bag)
> Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (3 months)
> $75.00 Fine: Trash Removal (per bag)
> Restorative Sanction(s)
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $100.00 Fine: Trash Removal (per bag)
> REP

11b. Fire Safety Regulations: Other
Any violation of the University Room and Board Agreement
or University Housing website not listed in this document

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

11b.1. Fire Safety Regulations: Intentionally or recklessly causing a fire which damages University or personal
property or which causes injury
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Resulting in injury
Level of damage
Level of knowledge and intent of the student

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: University Suspension (1
year)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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11b.2 – 11b.3
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11b.2. Fire Safety Regulations: Failure to evacuate a University controlled building during a fire alarm
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Active fire in progress
Level of disruption to emergency response personnel
Level of knowledge and intent of the student

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
REP

11b.3. Fire Safety Regulations: Improper or authorized discharge of fire extinguisher
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Active fire in progress
Level of disruption to emergency response personnel
Level of knowledge and intent of the student

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Eviction/Expulsion from University Housing
(if appropriate)
> REP
> Restitution
Second Offense:
> University Suspension
> Eviction/Expulsion from University Housing
> Restitution

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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11b.4 – 11b.5
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11b.4. Fire Safety Regulations: Tampering with a fire alarm or fire detection/control equipment while on
University property
Examples include covering, attached, or hanging anything
from a fire detector, device, or sprinkler head.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Warning
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation (6
months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (6
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

11b.5 Fire Safety Regulations: Improperly engaging a fire alarm of fire detection/control equipment while on
University property
Examples include improper and unauthorized pull of fire
alarm and improper engagement sprinklers.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of disruption to emergency response personnel
Level of knowledge and intent of the student
Potential of harm to health and safety of community

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Eviction/Expulsion from University Housing
(if appropriate)
REP
Restitution

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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11b.6 – 11c
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11b.6. Fire Safety Regulations: Exceeding maximum occupancy
No more than ten people may be in a residence hall room or
between 13 and 24 people in an apartment, depending upon
apartment, at one time, per order of the Durham Fire
Department.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Warning
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Loss of Privileges
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Loss of Privileges
> REP

11b.7. Fire Safety Regulations: Lit candle
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

11c. Published Policies: University Dining
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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11d – 11g
RULE 11
Violation of any approved University policy, rule, or regulation, published in hard copy or
available electronically or on any official university website, including but not limited to:
11d. Published Policies: Discrimination & discriminatory harassment policy
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

11e. Published Policies: Rules governing fraternity and sorority life
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

11f. Published Policies: University alcohol and drug policies
Generally, alcohol and drug violations are covered under
Rules 13 and 14. This violation can be used for other alcohol
or drug policy violations found outside of the Student Code.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

11g. Published Policies: Other
Any published policy not listed in this document.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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12
RULE 12
Conviction or commission of a violation of federal, state or local law.
12. Conviction or commission of a violation of federal, state or local law
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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13a.1 – 13a.3
RULE 13
Use, possession, manufacturing, or distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances
except as expressly permitted by law. See also SRR: Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug
Policies. Violations of this rule include but are not limited to:
13a.1. Use of narcotic or other controlled substance: Use of marijuana
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP
Third Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (through graduation)
> Eviction from University Housing

13a.3. Use of narcotic or other controlled substance: Use of controlled drug
Examples include cocaine, heroin, ecstasy, controlled
prescriptions, etc.
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>

University Suspension (12 months)
Eviction form University Housing (if
appropriate)
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Health Education Program or equivalent

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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13b.1 – 13b.3
RULE 13
Use, possession, manufacturing, or distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances
except as expressly permitted by law. See also SRR: Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug
Policies. Violations of this rule include but are not limited to:
13b.1. Possession of narcotic or other controlled substances: Possession of marijuana
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Amount
More than 0.75 oz is automatic second offense

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2 – or equivalent if
suspended
> REP

13b.3. Possession of narcotic or other controlled substances: Possession of controlled drug
Examples include cocaine, heroin, ecstasy, controlled
prescriptions, etc.
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> University Suspension (1 year)

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Amount (under rare circumstances, the possession of an
exceptionally small amount of narcotic or other
controlled substances may be a mitigating factor [must
discuss with Community Standards])

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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13c.1 – 13d.1
RULE 13
Use, possession, manufacturing, or distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances
except as expressly permitted by law. See also SRRR: Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug
Policies. Violations of this rule include but are not limited to:
13c.1. Distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances: Distribution of marijuana
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Giving away/sharing small amount vs. selling

Range:
▪ Minimum: University Suspension (1
year)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal

13c.2. Distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances: Distribution of controlled drug
Examples include cocaine, heroin, ecstasy, controlled
prescriptions, etc.
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

University Dismissal

[JH Note: Not final. Subject to approval by
SVPSL(Ken)]

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Giving away/sharing small amount vs. selling

13d.1. Possession of drug paraphernalia: Marijuana paraphernalia
A usable amount of residue should have the charge of 13b.1.
Possession of marijuana
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (1 year)
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Health Education: Level 1 (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s) (if no
Health Education course)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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13d.2 – 13e.1
RULE 13
Use, possession, manufacturing, or distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances
except as expressly permitted by law. See also SRR: Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug
Policies. Violations of this rule include but are not limited to:
13d.2. Possession of drug paraphernalia: Evidence of use of heroin, cocaine, ecstasy, controlled prescriptions
Items may include, but not limited to: needles, burnt spoons,
Brillo pads, glass tubes, belts or rubber tourniquet. Majority
of these items have a legitimate use outside of drug use;
consult with the UNH Police when charging this violation.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (24 months)
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Health Education: Level 1

A useable amount of residue should have the charge of
13b.2. Possession of controlled drug.
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

13e.1. Hosting a gathering where the use of narcotics or other controlled substances has occurred or are
dispensed from a common sources: Marijuana
A student is considered to be “hosting a gathering” when
there is at least one person in the student’s room or
apartment who does not reside there (even if the student did
not invite the non-resident).
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (2
years)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Health Education: Level 1
REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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13e.2 – 13f
RULE 13
Use, possession, manufacturing, or distribution of narcotic or other controlled substances
except as expressly permitted by law. See also SRR: Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug
Policies. Violations of this rule include but are not limited to:
13e.2. Hosting a gathering where the use of narcotics or other controlled substances has occurred or are
dispensed from a common sources: Controlled drug
Examples include cocaine, heroin, ecstasy, controlled
prescriptions, etc.
A student is considered to be “hosting a gathering” when
there is at least one person in the student’s room or
apartment who does not reside there (even if the student did
not invite the non-resident).
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (2
years)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Eviction from University Housing or REP
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Health Education: Level 1 – or equivalent if
suspended

13f. Manufacturing of narcotic or other controlled substances
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: University Suspension (1
year)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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14a.1
RULE 14
Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by
law and University regulations. Violations of this rule includes:
14a1. Use of alcohol by individual under legal age
For sanctioning around high risk use of alcohol, please see
public intoxication and/or excessive consumption.
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s) (If no
Health Education course)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP
Third Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (24
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension (1
semester)
> Eviction from University Housing

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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14a.2
RULE 14
Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by
law and University regulations. Violations of this rule includes:
14a.2. Possession of alcohol by individual under legal age
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance with FERPA.
Non-Aggravated Amount
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Level of responsibility for alcohol being
present

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction (if no H&W
course assigned)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP or REP Lite (based on factors)
Third Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (24 months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension (1 semester)
> Eviction from University Housing

Aggravated Amount
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Level of responsibility for alcohol being
present
Common source(s)
An unreasonably large amount of alcohol
present

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
> REP
Second Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation (graduation)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> Eviction from University Housing

Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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14a.3 – 14b
RULE 14
Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by
law and University regulations. Violations of this rule includes:
14a3. Distribution of alcohol by individual under legal age
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Amount of alcohol
Did this result in injury or illness
Number of people distributing to

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
REP

14b. Public intoxication
Public areas are generally considered to be common areas in
residence halls/apartments, University buildings, outdoors
on campus and in public areas off-campus.
Signs of intoxication include: bloodshot and glassy eyes,
flushed face, disheveled appearance; slurred speech,
rambling train of thought, slow response, unusually loud or
soft speech for the individual; impaired decision making;
swaying, staggering, or stumbling; crying or moody, extreme
or sudden change in behavior, drowsiness, falling, clumsy.
May be used for students over 21 years old.
If student is exhibiting signs of intoxication and their
constitute a lack of ability to care for themselves, consider
also charging as 14c. Excessive Consumption

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
> Eviction from University Housing (based on
extent to which offense occurred in or
affected University Housing)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP

Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Impact to the community
In sanctioning, consider if the student is displaying risky
behavior and risky decision making while under the
influence.

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility
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14c
RULE 14
Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by
law and University regulations. Violations of this rule includes:
14c. Excessive consumption
Indications of excessive consumption include:
> inability to reasonably self-care
> semi-consciousness
> vomiting
> severe confusion
> unpredictable behavior
> seizures
> difficulty breathing
> staggering
> stumbling
> falling
> emergency services contacted
> unable to reasonably communicate with others
If emergency personnel transport a student for acute alcohol
intoxication, this is evidence that those professionals
determined that the student could not reasonably take care
of oneself. Emergency personnel include fire, ambulance and
police personnel.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
> Eviction from University Housing (based on
extent to which offense occurred in or
affected University Housing)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP

Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Were emergency personnel called to evaluate the
student
Was the student transported at the suggestion of
emergency personnel

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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14d – 14e1
RULE 14
Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by
law and University regulations. Violations of this rule includes:
14d. Alcohol in residence hall common areas or in areas of University apartment complexes reserved
exclusively for common use
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Amount of alcohol
Level of disruption to the community

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (6
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(12 months)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s) (if no
H&W assigned)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP

14e1. Possession of alcohol in living spaces of individuals under legal age
In most cases, this charge applies to individuals 21 years of
age or older.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Ban from Entry (if appropriate)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Ban from Entry
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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14e2 – 14f
RULE 14
Use, possession, or distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by
law and University regulations. Violations of this rule includes:
14e2. Consumption of alcohol in living spaces of individuals under legal age
In most cases, this charge applies to individuals 21 years of
age or older.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (6 months)
> Ban from Entry (if appropriate)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> Ban from Entry
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

14f. Providing underage people with alcohol
This charge applies to individuals 21 years of age or older.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>
>

Amount of alcohol
Location (under 21 space vs. over 21 space)
Impact to the community
Did it result in injury or illness
Number of people alcohol provided to

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Banned from Entry
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
$50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
Loss of Privileges
REP

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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14g
RULE 14

Theft, attempted theft or possession of stolen property. Property may be property
of the University, a member of the University community, or of another.
14g. Hosting a gathering where prohibited drinking has occurred or where alcohol is dispensed from common
sources
A student is considered to be “hosting a gathering” when there is at least one person in the student’s room or
apartment who does not reside there (even if the student did not invite the non-resident).
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance with FERPA.
Non-Aggravated Amount
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>

2 servings or less of alcohol per person present *
Fewer individuals than fire code
No signs of intoxication
No other evidence of high risk drinking or behavior

* Serving Sizes:
> 1 – 12 oz serving of beer
> 1 - 5 oz serving of wine
> 1 – 1.5oz serving of liquor (1 standard shot glass)

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
Second Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (18 months)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
> REP

Aggravated Amount
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>
>
>

Level of disruption to the community
More than 2 servings of alcohol per person present *
More people than fire code
Signs of intoxication
Indicators of high risk drinking and behavior such as
drinking games (including set ups with water) and
funnels

* Serving Sizes:
> 1 – 12 oz serving of beer
> 1 - 5 oz serving of wine
> 1 – 1.5oz serving of liquor (1 standard shot glass)

Our Principles: Community | Fairness | Responsibility

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Health Education: Level 1
> REP
Second Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (18
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(through graduation)
> Eviction from University Housing
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2
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14h – 14i
RULE 14

Theft, attempted theft or possession of stolen property. Property may be property
of the University, a member of the University community, or of another.
14h. Under the influence of alcohol resulting in injury/illness
The actions or inactions of a student while under the
influence of alcohol resulted in the injury or illness of
themselves or another.
Violation will result in parental notification in accordance
with FERPA.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>

Level of disruption
Level of injury or illness

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(24 months)
> $50.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (First Offense)
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> Health Education: Level 1
> REP
Second Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (18
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(through graduation)
> Eviction from University Housing (Expulsion
from University Housing if previously
evicted)
> $100.00 Fine: Alcohol/Drug (Second
Offense)
> Health Education: Level 2

14i. Violation of UNH alcohol policy
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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15
RULE 15
Violations committed by guests.
15. Guest responsibility
All UNH students are responsible for the behavior of their
guests when on University property and students are subject
to conduct charges for any misconduct committed by their
guests. Someone is a student’s guest if (1) the person is in a
student’s room or apartment (whether or not invited by that
student); (2) the student invited the person to the student’s
residence hall or apartment building; or (3) the student
invited the person to campus.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Sanctions should be similar to the sanctions for
the violation that the guest committed.

If the student had an active role in assisting in the
commission of a policy violation, consider charging Rule 20:
Knowingly assisting any other person to violate any provision
of the Student Code.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

How the violation occurred
Level of disruption to individual or the community
Efforts taken to prevent guest from violating rule(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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16
RULE 16
Illegal or unauthorized possession, or use of firearms, explosives, fireworks, other
weapons, or dangerous chemicals. See USNH Online Policy Manual (OLPM) UNH.111.J.1-5.
16. Illegal or unauthorized possession or use of weapon
For purpose of this rule, weapons are defined by the
University policy UNH.III.J.2 and Room & Board Agreement
policy F.22. These definitions apply to all students.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (24
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
> Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
> Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
> Loss of Privileges
> REP
> Restitution (if appropriate)
Second Offense:
> University Dismissal

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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17
RULE 17
Participation in campus demonstration which disrupts the normal operations of the
University and infringes upon the rights of other members of the University community;
leading or inciting others to disrupt scheduled and/or normal activities within any campus
building or areal on or around public ways in the town of Durham, failure to disperse when
so directed by police or University officials; intentional obstruction which unreasonably
interferes with the free flow of pedestrian or vehicular traffic, on University premises or at
University sponsored supervised functions, or in or around public ways in the town of
Durham.
17. Campus demonstrations
See page 12 of this document for typical sanctions associated
with mass gathering violations

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
First Offense:
> Range (if not inciting):
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
> Range (if inciting):
▪ Minimum: University Suspension
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
> Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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18a1 – 18a4
RULE 18
Conduct that is unacceptable because the behavior is one or more of the following:
18a. Conduct that is: Disorderly
“Disorderly” is a person who recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally: (1) engages in fighting; (2) makes
unreasonable noise and continues to do so after being asked to stop; (3) causes a disruption in a University
building; or (4) disrupts a lawful assembly of persons.
18a1. Engaging in fighting

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
REP

>
>
>
18a2. Makes unreasonable noise and continues to do so
after being asked to stop

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
REP Lite

18a3. Causes a disruption in a University building

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (6
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
REP

>
>
>
18a4. Disrupts a lawful assembly of persons

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
FACTORS TO CONSIDER

>
>
>

Nature of incident
Level of disruption to individual or the community
Level of intent

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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18b – 18c
RULE 18
Conduct that is unacceptable because the behavior is one or more of the following:
18b. Conduct that is: Lewd
“Lewd” is crude and offensive conduct that is sexual in
nature. It includes public display of the genitals, buttocks or
anus; public urination or defecation, and public sexual acts
including masturbation, intercourse and oral sex.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Nature of the incident
Level of disruption to the individual or community
Level of intent

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Warning
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(12 months)
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
REP (if appropriate)
Restitution (if appropriate)

18c. Conduct that is: Obscene
Extremely offensive under contemporary community
standards or morality and decency; gross repugnant to the
generally accepted notions of what is appropriate.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Nature of the incident
Level of disruption to the individual or community
Level of intent

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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18d1 – 18d3
RULE 18
Conduct that is unacceptable because the behavior is one or more of the following:
18d. Conduct that is: Breach of Peace
“Breach of peace” means (1) using abusive or obscene language in a public place which is likely to provoke a
violent reaction on the part of an ordinary person; (2) resisting lawful arrest; or (3) trespassing or damaging
University or private property.
If monetary damage to property is a result, then charge 7: Damage should also be applied.
18d1. Using abusive or obscene language in a public place
which is likely to provoke a violent reaction on the part of
an ordinary person

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>
18d2. Resisting lawful arrest

Range:
▪ Minimum: Warning
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(24 months)
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
REP
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>

>
18d3. Trespassing or damaging University or private
property

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: Disciplinary Probation
(24 months)
REP
TYPICAL SANCTIONS

>

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (6
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Loss of Privileges (if appropriate)
REP

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>
>
>

Nature of incident
Level of disruption to individual or the community
Level of intent
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18e
RULE 18
Conduct that is unacceptable because the behavior is one or more of the following:
18e. Conduct that is aiding, abetting, coercing or procuring another person to breach the peace or violate the
Student Code.
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Must consult with Community Standards
Sanctions should be similar to the sanctions for
the violation that the other person committed.

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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19a – 19c
RULE 19
Theft or other abuse of computer time, including but not limited to:
19a. Unauthorized entry into a file, to use, read, or change the contents, or for any other purpose
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Loss of Privileges

19b. Unauthorized transfer of a file
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Loss of Privileges

19c. Unauthorized use of another individual’s identification and password
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Loss of Privileges
Prohibition Against Personal Contact (if
appropriate)
Relocation (if appropriate)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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19d – 19f
RULE 19
Theft or other abuse of computer time, including but not limited to:
19d. Use of computer and/or computing facilities to interfere with the work of another student, faculty
member of University Official
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Loss of Privileges
Prohibition Against Person Contact (if
appropriate)

19e. Use of University computer facilities and/or computing technology to send or post obscene, harassing, or
abusive messages
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
(through graduation)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Loss of Privileges
Prohibition Against Person Contact (if
appropriate)

19f. Use of computer and/or computing facilities to interfere with normal operations of the University
computing system
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation
(through graduation)
▪ Maximum: University Dismissal
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Loss of Privileges

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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20
RULE 20
Knowingly assisting any other person to violate any provision of this code.
20. Knowingly assisting any other person to violate any provision of this Student Code
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Level of assistance provided

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
Sanctions should be similar to the sanctions for
the violation that the other person committed.

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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21a – 21d
RULE 21
Misuse of Conduct System, including but not limited to:
21a. Failure to obey the summons of a University official who has responsibility for any aspect of the conduct
system
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>
>

Disciplinary Probation (12 months)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

21b. Falsification, distortion, or misrepresentation of information before a Hearing Panel or University Hearing
Officer
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

21c. Disruption or interference with the orderly conduct of a conduct proceeding
FACTORS TO CONSIDER
>

Level of disruption to individual or community

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

21d. Instituting a student conduct proceeding knowingly without cause
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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21e – 21g
RULE 21
Misuse of Conduct System, including but not limited to:
21e. Attempting to discourage an individual’s proper participation in, or use of, the conduct system
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact (if
appropriate)

21f. Attempting to influence the impartiality of a member of a Hearing Panel prior to, and/or during the course
of, the conduct proceeding
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)

21g. Harassment (verbal or physical) and/or intimidation of a party, witness, Appellate Officer or member of a
Hearing Panel prior to, during, and/or after a conduct proceeding
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Eviction from University Housing (if
appropriate)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact (if
appropriate)
Relocation (if appropriate)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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21h – 21i
RULE 21
Misuse of Conduct System, including but not limited to:
21h. Failure to comply with the sanction(s) imposed under the Student Code
If Community Standards lifts a student account hold so that a
student may register for classes or obtain a transcript, with
the agreement that sanctions will be completed, and the
student continues to fail to complete sanctions, additional
sanctions will be imposed.
Continued failure to comply can result in additional fines
and/or sanctions.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Completion of Original Sanction
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
$50.00 Fine: Failure to Comply w/ Sanction

21i. Influencing or attempting to influence another person to commit an abuse of the conduct system
TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

>
>
>

Range:
▪ Minimum: Disciplinary Probation (12
months)
▪ Maximum: University Suspension
Banned from Entry (if appropriate)
Educational & Restorative Sanction(s)
Prohibition Against Personal Contact (if
appropriate)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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22
RULE 22
Violation of Three Strikes Policy
22. Violation of Three Strikes Policy
Student committed three base violations in separate
incidents within four calendar years. Base violations are (a)
responsible for UNH Conduct violations resulting in a Level 2
sanction or greater, (b) a violation of the Academic Honesty
policy, or (c) arrested, charged, or convicted of any criminal
offense.

TYPICAL SANCTIONS
>

University Suspension (1 semester)

University Suspension: See page 9 for information about “Suspension-Related Sanctions.”
A list of possible Educational & Restorative-Type Sanctions is available on page 5.
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ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
Alcohol at UNH
Alcohol violations are some of the most common violations committed at the University of New Hampshire. Typical
sanctions for first offense alcohol violations may include, but are not limited to, fines, health education programs,
and probation. First offenses can also result in eviction from University housing. Being on probation could result in
the loss of privileges such as studying abroad, participation in a student organization or on an athletic team. The
facts outlined below, from the April 2015 National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism publication on College
Drinking, illustrate why sanctions are needed (http://pubs.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/CollegeFactSheet/CollegeFactSheet.pdf).
>
>
>
>
>
>

>

>

>

Death: 1,825 college students between the ages of 18 and 24 die each year from alcohol-related
unintentional injuries.
Assault: More than 696,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 are assaulted by another student
who has been drinking.
Sexual Abuse: More than 97,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 are victims of alcohol-related
sexual assault or date rape.
Injury: 599,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 receive unintentional injuries while under the
influence of alcohol.
Drunk Driving: Each year an estimated 4,860,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 drive under the
influence of alcohol.
Alcohol Abuse Disorder: 19% of college students between the ages of 18 and 24 met the criteria for
alcohol abuse or dependence, but only 5% of those students sought treatment for the alcohol problems in
the year preceding the survey.
Academic Problems: About 25 percent of college students report academic consequences of their drinking
including missing class, falling behind, doing poorly on exams or papers, and receiving lower grades
overall.
Unsafe Sex: Each year an estimated 400,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 have unprotected
sex, and more than 100,000 students in the same age group report having been too intoxicated to know if
they consented to having sex.
Other Consequences: Include suicide attempts, health problems, vandalism, property damage and
involvement with the police/conduct offices.

Drugs at UNH
The University also takes any violation of the drug policy very seriously. Drug use and drug abuse have serious
consequences for both individuals and society and as an institution we want to do our best to stop illegal drug use
and protect our students from the ramifications of such use. Therefore, a violation of the drug policy may result in
eviction from University housing at the very least, and depending on the nature of the violation, may lead to
dismissal from the institution.
Marijuana has been decriminalized in the State of New Hampshire; however, it is still illegal to possess or use. The
University of New Hampshire is also an institution that receives federal funding. As such, the University will
continue to be bound by Federal regulations in the Safe and Drug Free Schools and Communities Act and the
possession and use of marijuana, including for medical reasons, is prohibited on any UNH campus and will be
considered a violation of the Student Code.
There is a large volume of misinformation about the effects of Marijuana on the developing brain. This office
encourages parents and students to seek out research based and peer reviewed information about how marijuana
effects the development and long term growth of the adolescent (the developmental space of most UNH students)
brain so they may make the best and most informed choices around marijuana use.
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RETIRED CHARGES
The following charges are retired and are listed here for historical purposes.
>

3a.1: Assault with minor injury (AY1920)

>

3a.2: Assault with serious injury (AY1920)

>

3a.3: Assault with a weapon (AY1920)

>

6a: Theft – Class A (AY1920)

>

6b: Theft – Class B (AY1920)

>

6c: Theft – Class C (AY1920)

>

7a: Damage – Class A (AY1920)

>

7b: Damage – Class B (AY1920)

>

7c: Damage – Class C (AY1920)

>

7d: Damage that jeopardizes safety and/or security including but not limited to doors, windows, security
devices (AY1920)

>

13a.2

>

13b.2

>

14a2.1: Possession of alcohol by individual under legal age (non-aggravated amount) (AY1920)

>

14a2.2: Possession of alcohol by individual under legal age (aggravated amount) (AY1920)

>

14g1: Hosting a gathering where prohibited drinking has occurred or where alcohol is dispenses from common
sources (non-aggravated) (AY1920)

>

14g2: Hosting a gathering where prohibited drinking has occurred or where alcohol is dispenses from common
sources (aggravated) (AY1920)
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